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September 29, 2003 Kaspersky Labs, a leading information security expert, is pleased to offer RAV
anti-virus system users a free of charge migration programme to Kaspersky Anti-Virus. The programme
allows for a beneficial and smooth transition to a highly-effective cross-platform anti-virus solution
based on Kaspersky Labs products, equipped with professional round-the-clock support.

Microsoft purchased RAV anti-virus technology on June 10th, 2003
(http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/press/2003/jun03/06-10GeCadPR.asp) for its integration into Windows.
GeCAD Software, the developer of RAV, has already announced a ‘strategic re-organisation of
operations’, including ceasing the direct sales and further support of the RAV development, and no more
anti-virus database updates beginning from September 2004.

Kaspersky Labs is well aware of the importance of continuous protection against viruses for all users,
ranging from home PC’s to large enterprise networks. When such protection ceases the negative
consequences are endless: data can be destroyed, damaged or stolen.

Therefore, Kaspersky Labs has introduced a special programme for all RAV clients, where they can purchase
an equivalent Kaspersky&#61666; Anti-Virus solution with 50% discount. For the period covered by the
current RAV license Kaspersky Anti-Virus will be delivered to the customers free of charge.

Kaspersky Labs’ anti-virus solutions provide a reliable control over all virus propagation sources.
They effectively protect home PCs, network workstations, file servers, e-mail gateways, firewalls and
handheld computers. Powerful network management tools allow for fast and flexible centralized deployment
and maintenance of the anti-virus defence. Kaspersky Anti-Virus carries a full set of certificates
(including ICSA and Check Mark) confirming its reliability and effectiveness, and is granted with
numerous awards from the leading IT publications and test centres.

"We have all of the resources and expertise necessary to provide RAV users with effective protection
against viruses and high-quality technical support”, said Natalya Kaspersky, Kaspersky Labs CEO, “Our
product portfolio is distinguished by cutting-edge technology and round-the-clock customer support. We
are ready and willing to assist RAV clients. In fact, our recent acquisition of the RAV Unix/Linux
developers and management team guarantees a comfortable transition for RAV users to Kaspersky Labs
solutions."

Kaspersky Labs also offers all distributors of RAV products mutually- advantageous partnership
opportunities.
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To receive more detailed information we invite all interested RAV users and business partners to contact
Kaspersky Labs at rav@kaspersky.com.
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